We have conducted molecular dynamics simulations to gain insight into the atomic-scale properties of an isotropic system of cholesteryl oleate (CO) molecules. Cholesteryl esters are major constituents of low density lipoprotein particles, the key players in the formation of atherosclerosis, as well as the storage form of cholesterol. Here the aim is to clarify structural and dynamical properties of CO molecules under conditions, which are suggestive of those in the core of low density lipoprotein particles. The simulations in the fluid phase indicate that the system of CO molecules is characterized by an absence of translational order, as expected, while the orientational order between distinct CO molecules is significant at short distances, persisting over a molecular size. As for intramolecular properties, the bonds along the oleate chain are observed to be weakly ordered with respect to the sterol structure, unlike the bonds along the short hydrocarbon chain of cholesterol where the ordering is significant. The orientational distribution of the oleate chain as a whole with respect to the sterol moiety is of broad nature, having a major amount of extended and a less considerable proportion of bended structures. Distinct transient peaks at specific angles also appear. The diffusion of CO molecules is found to be a slow process and characterized by a diffusion coefficient of the order of 2 3 10 ÿ9 cm 2 /s. This is considerably slower than diffusion, e.g., in ordered domains of lipid membranes rich in sphingomyelin and cholesterol. Analysis of the rotational diffusion rates and trans-to-gauche transition rates yield results consistent with experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Cholesteryl esters (CEs) are lengthy molecules where a long fatty acyl chain is attached to the OH group of cholesterol. Practically, cholesteryl ester is the extracellular transport and intracellular storage form of cholesterol, containing mainly linoleate and oleate fatty acids in these functions, respectively (1) . In the intravascular transport, cholesteryl esters are formed with the help of lecithin-cholesterol acyl transferase enzyme to carry cholesterol in a more hydrophobic form in the nonaqueous interior of lipoprotein particles, mostly low density lipoprotein (LDL) entities. LDL particles are known as key players in the formation of atherosclerotic lesions in the arterial intima because of the propensity of their modified forms to accumulate extracellularly in the form of small lipid droplets (2) . Speculations have risen whether the composition of the LDL core would affect the pathological fate of the LDL particles through the differences in the physical state of the core and possibly the whole particle ( (3) (4) (5) , and references therein). In addition, the importance of CEs in the pathology of atherosclerosis is underlined by the fact that CEs are the major component of atherosclerotic plaques (6) .
Due to the major role of cholesteryl esters in the formation of atherosclerosis, a lot of reports of the properties of cholesteryl esters have appeared (7) . At low temperatures cholesteryl esters form liquid-crystalline smectic or cholesteric phases and, in proper conditions, crystals as well. In fact, atherosclerotic plaques have been suggested to contain crystalline, liquid-crystalline, and liquid domains (8, 9) . However, aside from the final pathological accumulation to the lesions, the isotropic liquid phase characteristic to high temperatures is abundant in the LDL core ((4), and references therein). The isotropic phase of cholesteryl esters has been studied experimentally at the molecular level mostly by 2 H NMR, 13 C NMR, x-ray, and neutron diffraction. The isotropic phase, at temperatures relatively close to the phase transition temperature, is suggested to be characterized by groups of parallel molecules and merely extended conformations (10, 11) . In addition, relatively strong intermolecular interactions between unsaturated CEs have been suggested to reduce the motions of the fatty acyl chains between the ester and the double bond, whereas the mobility has been found to increase toward the chain ends (12, 13) .
As for computational studies of lipoproteins, there are a few recent studies on the apolipoprotein A-1 surrounding a lipoparticle (14) (15) (16) . In these cases, however, one did not focus on the core of the particles, which further was comprised of phosphatidylcholine molecules rather than cholesteryl esters. Hence, rather surprisingly, although the properties of cholesteryl ester systems have been widely explored through experimental studies, it seems evident that there are no prior studies of CEs through atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
Yet, in recent years, the amount and quality, as well as the scope of different applications in the field of atomic-scale simulations of lipid systems has increased rapidly (17) (18) (19) (20) .
The bilayers of saturated molecules such as dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine are probably the most common objects of MD simulations of lipid systems, because the development of the methodology and the force fields has required solid experimental data to be available to allow comparison. Fortunately, the importance of MD simulations as a tool to enhance our insight of physiologically relevant molecular systems is emerging and many important lipid species have already been incorporated to simulations. Studies of naturally unsaturated phosphatidylcholine and sphingomyelin bilayers, cholesterol-phospholipid mixtures, and charged membranes are topical examples of the recent progress in the field (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) . For comparison, the cholesteryl esters are a new type of lipid to be simulated, as they do not form bilayers but isotropic continuous environments.
Here, a molecular system of 128 cholesteryl oleate (CO) molecules has been constructed and simulated to gain insight into the properties of CO molecules in an isotropic environment, therefore gathering molecular information on their physiological role. Interestingly, the oleate is one of the most common fatty acyl chains in cholesteryl esters in the core of LDL (9) , and it is the most prevailing fatty acid in the CEs of intracellular storage (1) . The extensive analysis of this simulation data was focused on the structural as well as dynamical properties of the CO molecules. For future purposes, this type of model molecular system serves as a solid basis for the new type of simulation studies, where the important questions on the structural details of lipoproteins may be addressed.
METHODS

Modeling and computational details
The cholesteryl oleate molecule that was used to construct the cholesteryl ester system is shown in Fig. 1 . In this work, the aim is to mimic the properties of biologically relevant fluid states of cholesteryl esters, such as the core of LDL particles, intracellular storages of CE and atherosclerotic plaques. In real LDL particles, the cholesteryl esters of the core contain a mixture of many different fatty acids, of which the diunsaturated linoleate is most abundant (9) . The choice of oleate is supported by the availability of the validated force-field data, experimental data for comparison, and the fact that oleate is also an especially common fatty acid in LDL core. In addition, the cholesteryl oleate is the more common intracellular storage form of cholesterol (1) , giving further motivation to study its properties. Just one type of fatty acid is chosen to allow comparison to experimental model systems. This is also justified by the fact that simulations of one-component systems are feasible, unlike many-component systems where the timescales to be simulated should be substantially larger due to the mixing of different molecular components; we discuss this issue briefly in Results and Discussion, Diffusion, below. Water or any other solvent is not included here since we model a homogeneous CO system in its assumed physiological conditions, where water is not present.
Initial configuration for a single CO molecule was prepared from coordinate files for cholesterol and dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) by working interactively with the molecular modeling program Cerius2. In practice, an acyl chain obtained from DPPC was attached to the OH group of cholesterol. Having done that, the double bond between C9 and C10 carbons (see Fig. 1 ) was constructed using the double-bond region of the oleoyl chain of palmitoyloleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC).
Force fields for CO molecules were generated from existing force fields for cholesterol (22, 29) and DPPC (the ester bond region and the singly bonded parts of the oleate chain), the latter being available at http:// www.gromacs.org. To describe the double-bond region in the CO molecule, we employed two approaches. First, we used the force field designed for POPC available at http://moose.bio.ucalgary.ca/Downloads/. Second, we adapted the force field originally developed for palmitoyllinoleylphosphatidylcholine (PLPC) (30), see below. Our decision to test the above two descriptions for the double-bond region is based on recent quantummechanical studies (28, 30) , which have suggested skew states to be important in describing the structure of the hydrocarbon chain around the double bond. The description by Bachar et al. (30) takes this feature into account.
Partial charges were obtained from corresponding studies. They are available in Höltje et al. (29) for cholesterol, at http://www.gromacs.org for the ester region and the singly bonded parts of the oleate chain, and in Bachar et al. (30) for the double-bond region. The long-range electrostatic interactions were computed using the particle-mesh Ewald summation method (31, 32) , which has been shown to be a reliable means to handle longrange interactions in lipid membrane systems (33, 34) . The Lennard-Jones potential was cut off at 1.0 nm. For the time step, we employed a value of 2.0 fs.
The model system was simulated under conditions of constant particle number, pressure, and temperature. This was accomplished by the Nose-Hoover thermostat (35,36) with a time constant t ¼ 0.1 ps, and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat (37,38) with t ¼ 1.0 ps. These are both coupling schemes that are based on an extended ensemble approach, meaning that the system is coupled to an external heat (or pressure) bath, whose equations of motion become part of the problem that the MD integrator must solve. The advantage is that this way the correct physical ensemble is maintained for the simulation system. The simulation temperature was chosen to be 60°C, to ensure the formation of a liquid isotropic phase, as the transition temperature FIGURE 1 (a) CO molecule used to construct the cholesteryl ester system, including the numbering used elsewhere in this work. (b) Schematic description of how the director, the angles f and u, and the distance r are defined. The director for a given CO molecule is defined as the vector from C a to C b , and r is the distance between the centers of two directors. The u describes the orientation of the oleate chain with respect to the director of the same molecule, and f is defined as the angle between the directors of two different CO molecules to characterize intermolecular orientational order (see Eq. 1). of 46-51°C for a CO molecular system between liquid-crystalline and liquid phases has been reported (12) . A higher than physiological temperature is needed to compensate for the fact that the homogeneous cholesteryl oleate system has a higher phase transition temperature than in realistic mixtures of cholesteryl esters of many different fatty acids (including multipally unsaturated ones). At the end of this work, we discuss how our results can be translated to physiological conditions at ;37°C.
To create a disordered starting point for production simulations, the system of 128 CO molecules was stepwise built-up, with a short MD simulation between every construction phase to allow molecules that were copied from the same initial configuration to attain different conformations. First, a simulation of an isolated molecule was done, and four different conformations were extracted from it. These were brought together by hand using Cerius2, subjected to energy minimization, and then simulated for 16 ns using periodic boundary conditions in all directions. The final conformation of this system was copied to double the system size in all directions, randomly orienting each copy. The random orientation required that the copies were spread further away from each other than the box size of the four-molecule configuration. This resulted in a low-density system of 32 CO molecules that was simulated for ;4 ns. The last configuration of this simulation had a shape that allowed it to be copied in only two directions resulting in a roughly cubic box of 128 CO molecules that was finally used in the simulations using periodic boundary conditions in all directions.
The system of 128 CO molecules was first preequilibrated for a reasonably long time to allow the system size and molecular conformations to relax toward their equilibrium behavior. Next, we equilibrated the system by carrying out a simulation lasting for 100 ns using the double-bond description available at http://moose.bio.ucalgary.ca/Downloads/ (see above). This was followed by the actual production simulation of 100 ns using the double-bond parameterization of Bachar et al. (30) . Although the results based on the two double-bond descriptions were found to be essentially similar, the results discussed in this work are based on the final simulation of 100 ns employing a description of Bachar et al. (30) , as the results of Feller et al. (28) and Bachar et al. (30) suggest that it possibly describes the specific nature of the double-bond region in a more reliable manner.
GROMACS (39) was used to carry out all the simulations. A snapshot of the system illustrating the structure and ordering of a few specific CO molecules is shown in Fig. 2 .
Data analysis
The temporal behavior of the density of the system is followed to determine whether the system has reached equilibrium. For the same purpose, we gauge the time evolution of local quantities such as radial distribution functions (see below).
Intermolecular translational order is characterized by radial distribution functions (RDFs). The RDF of the center-of-mass (CM) positions of the molecules provides insight into the phase behavior of the system, while more detailed insight into the atomic-scale structure is gained through, e.g., studies of intermolecular RDFs between C3 carbons (see Fig. 1 ).
To characterize intermolecular orientational order, we first define the director of CO as a vector from C a to C b . Then we define the ring-ring correlation function as
where f is the angle between the directors of two different CO molecules (see Fig. 1 ). The order parameter S RR is computed as a function of the distance between the centers of the directors. Hence, S RR can be employed to consider the decay of intermolecular orientational order.
To get a firm idea of typical coarse-grained conformations of the molecules, we consider an angle u between the director of a given molecule's sterol structure and the oleate chain (vector from C b to C c ). The angle u thus describes the average orientation of the oleate chain with respect to the ring structure, and its distribution P(u) allows us to gain insight into the structure and orientational properties of individual CO molecules. Using the same approach, we consider the average orientation of the short hydrocarbon chain by a vector from C a to C d at the other end of the cholesterol ring structure.
To characterize intramolecular orientational order, we use the directors of the CO molecules. Then, the average orientation of the fatty acyl chain segments with respect to the steroid structure of the same cholesteryl ester molecule is described by an order parameter
where b k is the angle between the director and a C-H bond at the k th carbon atom in the oleate chain. For this purpose, as the apolar hydrogens are not explicitly present in united-atom simulations, we reconstructed the corresponding C-H vectors using backbone chain configuration. In a similar manner, we characterize the orientation of the acyl chain segments of the short hydrocarbon chain at the end of the cholesterol ring structure. The above order parameter is like the deuterium order parameter commonly measured from lipid membrane systems (22) , except that here we cannot consider the membrane normal direction as the reference direction. The dihedral term in the bonded interaction potential for saturated carbon chains has local minimums at three values of the dihedral angle. The global minimum is found at the trans conformation. The two other local minimum conformations, gauche 1 and gauche ÿ , are found with dihedral angle values of ;ÿ60 and 160°, respectively. For every group of four consecutive carbons in the oleate chain, the average fraction of trans and gauche dihedrals is determined at that position of the chain. The single bonds C8-C9 and C10-C11 next to the double bond, however, reproduce a so-called skew type isomerism (30) , which means that the bond has two main low energy conformations at ;ÿ120 and 1120°. Therefore, the relative amounts of these conformations were determined, too. Transition rates between the conformations of each bond were also calculated.
As for intramolecular dynamics we determine the autocorrelation functions of the C-H bonds (as in Eq. 5) from trajectories that are postprocessed to include hydrogen atoms. In simulation studies, the C-H bond autocorrelation FIGURE 2 A snapshot of the MD simulations, illustrating also the structure and ordering of three tagged cholesteryl oleate molecules in more detail. The molecule on the right is in a straight conformation (u % 180°), the one on the left is partly bent (u % 90°), and the molecule in the middle is highly bent (u % 30°).
functions are often used to characterize motions in different parts of molecules by looking at the half-time of the autocorrelation function. Another complementary means is to calculate the autocorrelation time by integrating the autocorrelation function, subtracted by its equilibrium value (26) . Due to the isotropic nature of our system, the long time limit of the autocorrelation functions would be zero. However, due to slow dynamics characterized by autocorrelation times larger than the simulation time used in this work, many of them do not decay to zero during the course of the simulations. Therefore, we prefer to compute only the half-times of the autocorrelation functions, which characterize the short time motions of the hydrocarbon chains.
As for dynamics, we also calculate the diffusion coefficient of CO molecules using the expression
where the mean-squared displacement is defined as
The average is over a given set of N ¼ 128 molecules and time origins t 0 at 1-ns intervals, and r i ðtÞ is the center-of-mass position of molecule i at time t. We further look into the rotational motion of CO molecules through the rotational correlation function
wherem mðtÞ is a vector of unit length at time t. For that, we consider two cases as defined in Fig. 1 : one wherem mðtÞ is in parallel to the principal axis (director) of the molecule, and another wherem mðtÞ is perpendicular to it. The decay of the respective correlation functions, C par R ðtÞ and C perp R ðtÞ; allows comparison to 13 C NMR measurements (7, 12) . The C R (t) was calculated by averaging over molecules and all possible time origins (configurations of the system were saved every 10 ps).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Density
After preequilibration, we conducted a simulation of 100 ns to fully equilibrate the system, followed by a 100-ns production simulation to collect the data for analysis. As shown in Fig. 3 , the density remains very stable, implying that the system has reached equilibrium. Analysis of further quantities such as RDFs confirmed this (no noticeable drift). The size of the simulated system was ;(5.2 nm) 3 . As the production simulation of 100 ns provides more than enough data for most purposes, averages of most quantities are computed over 10-ns time-slices from 100 to 200 ns, allowing us to estimate errors in the quantities calculated.
For the average density, we find 989.8 6 0.6 kg/m 3 . Rough estimates can be made whether this agrees with experiments, as we are unaware of direct experimental studies for the density of cholesteryl oleates in an isotropic phase. Lowdensity lipoproteins are defined as having a density in the range from 1019 kg/m 3 to 1063 kg/m 3 , containing ;20% protein. In chylomicrons and very low density lipoproteins, where the lipid proportion approaches 100%, the density of the particles goes below 1000 kg/m 3 . In this light, a density of slightly below 1000 kg/m 3 is more than reasonable for a system with the composition mimicking that of an LDL core.
In addition, standard densities for cholesterol and oleic acid are 1052 and 895 kg/m 3 , respectively, giving the upper and lower limits for the density of the CO system.
Radial distribution functions
On the basis of Fig. 2 showing a snapshot of the system at the end of the simulation, there is no prevalent ordering, which readily suggests the system to be in a liquidlike state. This is confirmed by the intermolecular radial distribution functions shown in Fig. 4 for pairs of cholesteryl carbons C b (for labels, see Fig. 1 ), the centers of masses of each molecule, and the centers of the directors. In general, the RDFs indicate a liquidlike phase, as there is no distinct translational long-range order. Rather, the RDFs decay to unity at distances of the order of 1.5-2.0 nm, which is of the order of molecular size.
A more careful examination of Fig. 4 reveals that the RDF for carbon C b shows a larger first coordination shell associated with the leading peak than the RDFs for the centers of masses. This suggests that ring structures are often packed next to each other. The pronounced peak at r % 0.5 nm in Fig. 4 c and the results below for the ring-ring order parameter (S RR ) support this idea. As for the RDF of the CM positions in Fig. 4 b, we find that there is some structure at very small distances, r , 0.5 nm. This results from the fact that we are dealing with CM positions of lengthy molecules, that is, neighboring molecules may entangle around one another such that the center of mass of a given molecule may occasionally (almost) merge with the CM of a neighboring one.
Intermolecular orientational ordering
The ring-ring order parameter S RR describes the distancedependent correlation between the orientations of the cholesteryl rings in CO molecules and is shown in Fig. 5 . The corresponding intermolecular RDF between the centers of the directors is shown in Fig. 4 c.
We find that the order parameter has essentially three distinct regimes. At very short distances, at ;0.25 nm, we find a minor dip in S RR . This dip is backed up by the RDF in Fig. 4 c and is real, though likely due to a rare event: analysis of the data revealed an event where two CO molecules were in close contact, their steroid rings being against each other but such that the angle between the directors was ;90°. Next, for larger distances there is a broad and pronounced double peak characterizing COs standing next to each other, peak maxima being located at ;0.40 and 0.53 nm. A similar structure with peaks at exactly the same positions is observed in the corresponding RDF (see Fig. 4 c) . The peaks in S RR highlight orientational ordering of nearby sterol structures, yet they do not differentiate between pairs of COs in parallel and antiparallel configurations. A closer analysis of this regime revealed that neighboring COs preferred an antiparallel arrangement: ;58% of cholesteryl oleate pairs characterized by the peak at 0.40 nm were in an antiparallel configuration, and in the more pronounced peak at 0.53 nm the corresponding number was 70%. This is in accord with x-ray diffraction studies of Wendorff and Price (11), who suggested on the basis of packing properties that the arrangement of adjacent cholesteryl ester molecules is antiparallel rather than parallel. Finally, beyond the double-peak region, the correlation quite completely dies away at twice the nearest-neighbor distance, and it is clear that the phase can be characterized as liquid, rather than liquid-crystalline.
Summarizing, the features shown in Fig. 5 imply that the orientations of neighboring cholesteryl rings are strongly correlated, but this order persists over a short distance only. This is in line with the findings of Wendorf and Price (11) , who suggested that the isotropic phase of saturated cholesteryl esters is characterized by small groups of molecules, whose main axes are more or less parallel (f ;0 or 180°) (11) .
Intramolecular orientational ordering
The distribution of the angle u, describing the average orientation of the oleate chain with respect to the cholesteryl ring structure is depicted in Fig. 6 a. Also shown here is the corresponding distribution for the angle between the short hydrocarbon chain and the ring structure of cholesterol. We can notice that the short chains are to a large degree extended with respect to the orientation of the ring.
As for the orientation of the oleate chain, the zero intensity region at very small angles essentially indicates that the ring and the chain cannot overlap. In the limit of large angles, close to 180°, the distribution decays to zero approximately in a linear fashion due to entropic reasons. For intermediate angles, we find a peak at ;35°, corresponding to kinked conformations where the oleate chain lies next to the sterol ring structure of the same molecule. At larger angles, we find a broad distribution of conformations, with extended ones slightly favored. A closer look at individual molecules reveals, however, that the broad distribution in Fig. 6 a is comprised of several distinct regions in which the molecules reside over time intervals of ,10 ns. To demonstrate this issue, distributions over a few distinct 10-ns periods for a selected molecule are shown in Fig. 6 b. These short-time distributions highlight a process where the conformations of a tagged molecule move from one regime to another during the given period. Specifically, here the conformational change takes place from the most kinked conformation (u % 30°) to a more elongated one (u % 90°). It also turns out that during the present transition another cholesteryl oleate molecule moves between the ring and the oleate chain parts of the tagged molecule, suggesting a possibility that concerted motions play a significant role here. However, due to a small number of transitions, we have not addressed this question in detail.
Occasionally, major transitions between conformations separated by a large angle difference occur, too, but these were found to be rare processes. In these cases, they took place through a set of smaller transitions, such as those shown in Fig. 6 b. Consequently, the timescales associated with such major transitions were larger than 10 ns.
Three of the most typical conformations giving rise to the distribution in Fig. 6 are shown in Fig. 2 . They clearly demonstrate the role of carbons C3-C5 of the oleate chain in the formation of these different classes of molecules: if the molecule is not straight, it is bent around C3-C5. Fig. 6 further illustrates that a majority of the CO molecules are in merely extended (u . 90°) conformations during the simulation, in line with the conclusions both based on 13 C NMR experiments (12) of unsaturated CEs and scattering experiments of saturated CEs in isotropic fluid phase (11) . Yet, we also find a significant minority of the molecules to be in a kinked conformation, characterized by u , 60°. It is interesting to speculate whether the kinked conformation accounts for the shape of cholesteryl ester molecules in surface layers of lipoproteins as suggested in several experimental studies (40, 41) . This conformation would be beneficial for the hydrolysis of CEs that should happen at the surface of lipoproteins (42) .
Ordering of hydrocarbon chains
The ordering of the oleate hydrocarbon chain as well as individual acyl-chain segments with respect to the ring structure are studied via the order parameter profile, S CE . The average order parameters are shown in Fig. 7 . Although the first carbons of the oleate chain are found to be relatively ordered, overall the chain is highly disordered. For carbons C3 and above, the order parameters form a wide plateau characterized by low order parameter values (ÿS CE % 0.05). For comparison, the values of S CD , comparable to the S CE calculated here, found in neat lipid bilayer systems comprised, for example, of saturated acyl chains in fluidlike glycerophospholipid bilayers are ;0.20 (see (22) and references therein).
The results in Fig. 7 indicate that there is certain, though weak preference to conformations where the acyl-chain segments along a chain are aligned in parallel to the cholesteryl ring moiety. This overall behavior is slightly complemented by a reduction of order at a few well specified sites. In particular, we find a dip at a region from the carbon C4 to C5, and a significant increase around C9-C10.
The dip in the vicinity of C4 and C5 indicates that cholesteryl oleates tend to bend at this particular site, thus in part favoring conformations where the acyl chain of a given molecule turns in the opposite direction and lies perpendicular to, or along its cholesteryl ring moiety. This is in agreement with our findings above for the intramolecular order in terms of the distribution of u (see Fig. 6 ; see also conformations of the three molecules in Fig. 2) .
The second major change at carbons C9 and C10 is presumably related to the double bond in the oleate chain. Interestingly, it resembles the one observed in the 2 H NMR order parameter profile of the oleate chains in liquidcrystalline lipid bilayers (43) . Further, similar drops of order in the vicinity of double bonds have been found in more recent studies for unsaturated lipid membranes (25, 30, (44) (45) (46) . This underlines the common nature of the effects of double bonds on the ordering of fatty acyl chains, as the isotropic environment considered here would in principle allow free orientations of the double bonds. Yet, the effect of the cis double bond at carbons C9 and C10 is notable (see Fig. 7 ). 13 After the double bond, the order parameter values in Fig. 7 rise back to the same level as before the double bond, decreasing again toward zero as one approaches the end of the oleate chain. The decrease of the order parameter profile in the end of the chain has also been observed in numerous lipid bilayer systems ( (22, 25, 30) , and references therein). It is likely that they have a similar origin, namely increased thermal fluctuations in the last carbon segments allowing for more flexible conformations. This is also suggested by 13 C NMR studies of isotropic CO systems, where enhanced motions toward the chain ends are indicated by relaxation time gradients (12) . Hence, the decrease in the order parameter around carbon C4 and in the methyl end of the oleate chain are clearly of different origin.
As compared to oleate, the short chain of the cholesterol is highly ordered with respect to the ring. This is in line with previous observations for the chain orientation depicted in Fig. 6 a. As one approaches the end of the chain, the order decreases due to thermal fluctuations.
Bond isomerization in hydrocarbon chains
To further characterize the conformational flexibility of the oleate, the number of different states per bond were determined along the chain, together with the isomerization rates per each bond. The relative amount of trans states along the chain was mostly 70-75%, which is consistent with the findings in the fatty acyl chains of phosphatidylcholines, where the relative amount of trans state bonds per carbon segment vary, roughly, between 70 and 80% (47) . We found a slight decrease in the amount of trans states in the C3-C4 positions, possibly related to the dip in the order parameter profile at the same region. At the same time, the dihedral isomerization rates were found to vary along the oleate chain between 10 and 30 transitions per molecule per nanosecond, the rates being the lowest at the region of carbons C4-C6. The dihedrals close to the end of the chain are the most flexible ones as is to be expected. As for dihedrals in skew states close to the double bond, we found 19 transitions per molecule per nanosecond for the dihedral closer to the steroid ring structure, and ;23 transitions for the other case closer to the methyl end.
Interestingly, a plateau in the relaxation time profile was earlier found in the same region by 13 C NMR experiments (12) , which indicates restricted motions at that part of the chain. Ginsburg et al. (12) suggested that this could be due to the relatively strong intermolecular interactions within this FIGURE 7 The order parameter S CE describing the orientational order of the fatty acyl chain segments of the oleate with respect to the cholesteryl ring structure of the given molecule (solid line), and order of the short chain of cholesterol also with respect to the sterol rings (dashed line). Error bars are smaller than the symbol size. region, especially between the hydrocarbon chains. However, the slightly increased amount of gauche states would oppose this idea by possibly interfering with the close contacts. On the other hand, the increase observed here is minor and may not have enough effect.
Intramolecular dynamics
Autocorrelation of C-H bonds along the hydrocarbon chains of CO molecules was monitored to determine the half-times of their autocorrelation functions, shown in Fig. 8 . The halftime describes the short time dynamics of a given bond and can be qualitatively related to the experimentally measurable NMR spin-lattice relaxation time T 1 ; the longer the relaxation times, the shorter the effective correlation times (12) .
Except for the double-bond region in the oleate chain, we find the half-times to decrease as we go along the hydrocarbon chain toward its end. This is consistent with the general conclusions for the fatty acyl chains of cholesteryl esters in isotropic fluids (12) . Similar findings have been made in deuterium NMR studies of both saturated (48) and polyunsaturated (49) phospholipid bilayers. The decrease is rather modest up to carbon C8 in the oleate chain, whereas after the double bond, for carbons C10 and above, the half-times decrease significantly, in full agreement with the findings of Ginsburg et al. (12) for a corresponding system.
The double bond gives rise to a major but local increase in the half-time values. Similar findings have been made in experiments (12) , and in other simulation studies containing cis unsaturated double bonds ((50) and S. Ollila, M. T. Hyvönen, and I. Vattulainen, unpublished) . This is most likely due to the hindrance of motion that the fixed cis bond causes. The half-times at the region of C3-C8 are comparable, or only slightly longer than the values obtained for the saturated lipid chains in dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine bilayers over a similar region (26) . These results further suggest that the ends of the oleate chains are the most flexible parts of the system.
The short chain of cholesterol turns out to be more rigid than the oleate (see Fig. 8 ). Its motion in the beginning of the chain is quite restricted, which is understandable due to the presence of a methyl group attached to the first carbon of this chain. The flexibility in the end of the short chain is, however, already comparable to the segment C11 in the oleate chain, next to the double bond.
Diffusion
The mean-squared displacement of cholesteryl oleate molecules is shown in Fig. 9 . At long times, after 20 ns, the slope of the mean-squared displacement is by and large constant, and allows us to determine the diffusion coefficient. We find a value of D ¼ (2.2 6 0.3) 3 10 ÿ9 cm 2 /s. For comparison, the diffusion coefficients of almost all solute molecules in three-dimensional fluids are of the order of 10 ÿ5 cm 2 /s. In pure lipid bilayers of glycerophospholipids in the fluid phase, the diffusion coefficient is ;1 3 10 ÿ7 cm 2 /s (51) , whereas in strongly ordered sphingomyelin bilayers it is ;5 3 10 ÿ8 cm 2 /s (26) and in gel-phase bilayers ,10 ÿ10 cm 2 /s (51) . It is evident that, despite its fluid nature, the diffusion in the CO system is slowed down considerably because of entanglement effects, for example.
The found result implies that the diffusion of COs is a slow process, which evidently plays a role in the timescales of mixing of different molecular components in the core of lipoproteins as well as in intracellular storages. For high density lipoproteins such as the smallest lipoparticles, the relevant size is their radius, which is ;5 nm. Considering FIGURE 8 Half-times of the autocorrelation functions for C-H bonds along the hydrocarbon chains of oleate and cholesterol. Error bars for small values of t 1/2 are ;20%, and smaller elsewhere. However, since the results are given on a logarithmic scale, this is hardly a problem.
FIGURE 9
Mean-squared displacement of CO diffusion versus time t. The fit corresponding to the diffusion coefficient of D ¼ (2.2 6 0.3) 3 10 ÿ9 cm 2 /s is shown by a dashed line. Here the error estimate has been determined from separate plots for the three distinct diffusion components (x, y, z).
as the diffusion length during a period of dt, one finds that CO molecules can, on average, migrate a distance of ' ¼ 5 nm during a timescale of dt ¼ 19 ms.
To explore rotational degrees of freedom, we considered the rotational motion of CO molecules through the correlation functions C par R ðtÞ and C perp R ðtÞ: Unfortunately, it turned out that the decay of these correlation functions is a very slow process. This is in line with experiments, where the characteristic times of rotational motions have been found to be of the order of 1-100 ns (12) . This implies that we cannot gauge the true long-time behavior as in experiments, but only provide results based on the short-time decay which obviously should be taken as suggestive only. Thus, by analyzing the decay of C par R ðtÞ and C perp R ðtÞ at short times, and assuming the decay to be exponential (C R ; exp(t/t R )), we extracted the respective characteristic times t par R ðtÞ and t perp R ðtÞ: We found t par R ðtÞ=t perp R ðtÞ % 25 at short times. For comparison, 10°above the liquid-crystalline transition temperature (as is essentially the case in our work), 13 C NMR measurements (12) have yielded a ratio of 46.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Atherosclerotic plaques contain cholesterol in the form of liquid, liquid-crystalline, and crystalline cholesteryl esters, which are known to originate mainly from the low density lipoproteins. The molecular level characteristics of cholesteryl esters are thought to affect the propensity of the LDL particles to end up in atherosclerotic plaques, as well as the likelihood of cholesterol to escape from plaques to high density lipoproteins by reverse cholesterol transport. To gather detailed information on the properties of cholesteryl esters, we have conducted lengthy atomic-scale simulations for an isotropic system of cholesteryl oleates.
Although the radial distribution functions support the idea that the system is in the fluid state, some short-scale orientational ordering is still evident. In particular, the ordering of the ring structures of cholesteryl oleate molecules relative to each other appears to be prevailing at short distances up to ;8 Å . Thereafter intermolecular orientational ordering gradually vanishes. The oleate chains are mainly in extended conformations relative to ring structures, in accordance with the suggestions from experimental studies. However, a smaller population of bended conformations also exists. The oleate chains are also highly mobile as expected in the fluid state. The mobility increases moderately between the carbons C3 and C8, slows down considerably at the double-bond region, and increases quite strongly again toward the methyl end of the oleate chain. The short acyl chain of cholesterol is very extended and mobile, although the methyl group attached to the first carbon of the chain apparently reduces the degrees of freedom for the first two carbons. Finally, the diffusion of cholesteryl oleate molecules is found to be of the order of 2 3 10 ÿ9 cm 2 /s, which is very slow compared to the diffusion of phospholipids in fluid or liquid-ordered bilayers.
Because these studies were carried out in the disordered (fluid) phase at a relatively high temperature of 60°C, one may ask what happens at physiological conditions close to 37°C. For a neat CO system a melting temperature of 46-51°C has been reported (12) , while for cholesteryl linoleate, which is another commonly found cholesteryl ester in LDLs, the corresponding melting temperature is between 36 and 42°C. At 37°C, pure cholesteryl oleate and cholesteryl linoleate systems are expected to be in a smectic and cholesteric phase, in respective order (12) . However, in human plasma LDLs there are also small amounts of triglycerides and unesterified cholesterol, and the chains of lipids in the surface layer penetrate to the core region of LDL (4). Consequently, the local order of cholesteryl ester domains in the core is likely perturbed implying that the structure inside LDL particles is less pronounced than in neat cholesteryl ester systems. This is supported by experimental findings, since the isotropic liquid phase characteristic to high temperatures is indeed abundant in the LDL core ((4), and references therein). This supports the idea that the results discussed in this article are biologically relevant and provide insight into the structural and dynamical properties of cholesteryl esters inside LDLs, under conditions suggestive of the physiologically important fluid phase.
In all, the properties of cholesteryl oleate molecules found in this work were well in line with the knowledge based on experimental studies. Our data complements this picture in many ways and introduces new topics to be explored. Perhaps the most topical and feasible one is to explore the structure within the surface layer of lipoparticles. Namely, these results concerning the packing and ordering of cholesteryl oleate molecules show, interestingly, that there is a wide variety of both elongated and kinked conformations. When cholesteryl esters within the core come into contact with the surface layer of a lipoprotein particle, it hence seems plausible that there would be a significant amount of interdigitation. What conformations, then, would be most abundant? The extended ones seem to be prevailing in the core, while the kinked ones would be beneficial for the hydrolysis of cholesteryl esters taking place at the surface of lipoproteins (42) . Work is in progress to resolve related issues.
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